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The analysis of left ventricular performance is commonly undergone using the modified left anterior oblique (MLAO) of cyclic gated blood pool images with parallel hole collimator. Nevertheless, it is occasionally difficult to determine the extension and the location of abnormal wall motion of left ventricle, became the anterior wall overlapped usually with the posterior wall.

The purpose of this study is to separate the overlapped wall motion and to get the accurate determination of the dyskinetic region. The slant hole collimator was positioned to cranio-caudal MLAO and the long axial views were acquired. In the same way, short axial views were obtained by the slant hole collimator positioned caudo-cranial MLAO.

By using a phase analysis combined with multidirectional MLAO acquisition, the accurate analysis of the dyskinesis was obtained in the case of the anterior overlapping of left ventricular wall motion.

EVALUATION OF CORRECTION FOR CONCENTRATION OF RI TRACER BY FIRST PASS METHOD.


As the purpose of precise estimation of left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) by first pass method, we presented evaluation of correction of concentration using gamma variate function (GA method) in the 23rd this meeting, 1983. In this time, we'll report new technique averaging two kinds of LVEF on systolic phase and diastolic phase (S-D method) On 20 patients with approximately equal R-R wave interval, we studied the correlation between MUGA method and beat to beat method (B-B method), GA method and S-D method, respectively. In clinical cases, the correlation for B-B method with MUGA method was r = 0.86, for GA method r = 0.90, and for S-D method r = 0.91. In phantom study, both relative errors of GA method and S-D method were significantly smaller than that of B-B method, therefore determination of EF using GA method or S-D method was useful.

In considered of calculation easiness, we concluded that S-D method was more useful than other methods.

USEFULNESS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS IN CARDIAC STUDIES.


To evaluate the usefulness of factor analysis, 10 normals and 67 patients (15 RBBB, 10 LBBB, 10 pacemaker, 32 myocardial infarction) were studied by the cardiac blood-pool scintigraphy. In the normal cases, 2 factors were found in 6 cases, 3 factors in 4 cases. The first and the second factor of normals were thought to be ventricular and atrial factor, respectively. The third factor of normals was considered to represent extracardiac region in most cases. In the cases with conduction disturbance, an asynchrony between right and left ventricles could be detected both by factor analysis and by Fourier analysis in a similar fashion. In the cases with myocardial infarction, factor analysis could more sensitively detect regional wall motion abnormalities than Fourier analysis. The asynergy detected by factor analysis was compatible with the result of the contrast left ventriculography. Factor analysis was found to be a useful technique for cardiac scintigraphic studies.